Clean Curved Ejection Blade
The curved ejection blade rides on “UHMW” polyethylene wear shoes. Blade guides are closed channels
welded to the inside body sidewalls, up above the dirt
and grit which can accumulate on the floor, for extended shoe life and low maintenance.

Simple Hydraulic Controls
Controls are located in a comfortable location, mounted in machined “UHMW” polyethylene, for a more
smooth wear resistant vibration dampened operation.

Body Side Door
The EXCEL
side door provides a large convenient
maintenance access. The attractive contoured door
has large grab handles to help enter and exit the
compactor body. Side door access ladder provided.

Rugged Compaction Blades
The strong, clean, rugged design of the EXCEL
blades are also the easiest in the industry to remove
and maintain. Loadmaster engineers designed the
blades to run on large aluminum bronze or “UHMW”
guide shoes for minimal wear and long life.

Productive Hopper Size
hopper features a solid one-piece smooth
The EXCEL
design, of exceptional toughness. The hopper material is
150,000# minimum yield, high strength, “T-1” steel.

Tailgate Locks
Loadmaster offers automatic hydraulic tailgate locks.
Our tailgate cylinders have large oversize push rods,
with built in restrictors to slow the drop speed of the
truck tailgate. The tailgate seal is a tough 70 durometer.

Exceptional Wiring
Loadmaster believes it has the finest wiring in the
industry. All main connectors are “aircraft” type. Each
wire has its function printed along the entire length of
the wire, enclosed in a breathable, protective, heavy
nylon loom covering. Your mechanic should not have
to go back and forth with a voltage meter. Certain
optional accessories are provided for in each loom.

Smooth Body Side Walls
The EXCEL utilizes clean curved pre-stressed body
side walls. Your logo will display beautifully, your
maintenance staff will love to clean it, your customers
will admire it. Elimination of the old style vertical rib
reduces rust’s ability to destroy the vehicle’s strength
and appearance.

Technologically Advanced Cylinders
Loadmaster utilizes the most advanced design available
in its hydraulic cylinders. We take great pride in the
technology and components from which our cylinders are
constructed. Call and ask us for a complete description.
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